
 

 

Call for presenta ons (2023-2024): the limits and companions of quan fica on 

The social studies of quan fica on focus greatly on examining the produc on processes of numbers as 
well as their use in their search for trust (Porter 2020). There are public and poli cal implica ons of 
numbers: they do not just describe but “perform” the social phenomena they encapture (Didier, 2007). 
For example, Thomas Stapleford (2009) reviews the history of the US price index focusing on how the 
index was constructed and used. Emmanuel Didier (2020) examines the rise of sampling by tracing the 
produc on and use of agricultural sta s cs and of the unemployment rate in the United States. 

Across their “journeys,” sta s cs acquire a life of their own (Leonelli, Tempini, 2021) and carry a variety 
of “companions.” (Morgan 2011). Companions to numbers include narra ves (Morgan et al., 2022), 
visualisa ons (Friendly and Wainer, 2021), or even humour (Porter 2012).  

If sta s cs can be standalone objects, why do they need “good companions”?  What roles do networks 
of people play as travelling companions of sta s cs? Who constructs these companions and how? How 
do users or audiences receive and unpack them?  

Despite their seemingly neutral packaging and labelling, nothing guarantees that sta s cs will travel 
unaltered. They might be accompanied by “bad companions” who alter them to subvert, re-label, cast 
doubt, and discredit them or certain arguments (Morgan 2011). How do “bad companions” shape how 
sta s cs are used and interpreted? How do “bad companions” limit trust in numbers and the uses of 
quan fica on? Who draws the boundaries between “good” and “bad” companions? Does the absence 
of companions limit the efficacy or trust of sta s cs? 

To contribute to this thema c cycle and propose a presenta on for the SSSQ seminar, please send an 
abstract before the 15th of June to sssq.seminar@gmail.com  
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